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Mark Steyn rises to the challenge from Abe Greenwald.   
Abe Greenwald of Commentary magazine tweets: 

"Is there any chance that Mark Steyn won't use the Italian captain fleeing the sinking ship as the 
lead metaphor in a column on EU collapse?" 

Oh, dear. You've got to get up early in the morning to beat me to civilizational-collapse 
metaphors. .... 

... Abe Greenwald isn't thinking big enough. The Costa Concordia isn't merely a metaphor for 
EU collapse but – here it comes down the slipway – the fragility of civilization. Like every ship, 
the Concordia had its emergency procedures – the lifeboat drills that all crew and passengers 
are obliged to go through before sailing. As with the security theater at airports, the rituals give 
the illusion of security – and then, as the ship tips and the lights fail and the icy black water 
rushes in, we discover we're on our own: from dancing and dining, showgirls and saunas, to the 
inky depths in a matter of moments. 

Today the wealthiest nations in human history build cruise ships rather than battleships, vast 
floating palaces dedicated to the good life – to the proposition that, in the plump and complacent 
West, life itself is a cruise, sailing (as the Concordia's name suggests) on a placid lake of peace 
and harmony. Since the economic downturn of 2008, the Titanic metaphor – of a Western world 
steaming for the iceberg but unable to correct course – has become a little overworked, the 
easiest cliché for any politician attempting to project urgency. But let's assume they're correct, 
and we're heading full steam for the big 'berg. When we hit, what's the likelihood? That our 
response will be as ordered and civilized as those on the Titanic? Or that we will descend into 
the hell of the Concordia? 

The contempt for "women and children first" is not a small loss. For soft cultures in good times, 
dispensing with social norms is easy. In hard times, you may have need of them. 

  
  
David Warren picks on the design of these ships.  
... As we approach the centenary of the Titanic disaster, we might observe that the laws of 
physics remain in force. I was struck, almost risibly, by a BBC sidebar headline, which asked, 
"How did this happen to a modern ship?" The answer would be: "Easily." 

The builders of these immense floating pleasure palaces declare they are safe because they are 
loaded with technical gizmos, helping us forget that their extraordinary size is the weakness. 
The weight of the thing is sufficient to rip any hull apart, when it hits anything immovable; and 
the oceans are full of things like that. The bigger the ship, the more delicately she must be 
handled, thanks to the destructive power of this weight; yet the less manoeuvrable she 
becomes. 

Cruise ships are anyway not built as solidly as, say, the Titanic. When airliners took over the 
North Atlantic run, the fast tough passenger ships designed for its heavy seas went to the 
scrapyards, ultimately to be reincarnated as these holiday vessels. Cruise ships are built 



structurally lighter, for moderate speed and moderate seas; then loaded to ever larger 
economies of scale. They are resort hotels, posing as ships. 

As a correspondent with some knowledge of shipbuilding explains, "They are eggshells without 
proper keels, and they have lots of little propulsion pods below that would each leave quite a 
hole if rubbed off." Luck alone may explain why none has yet gone down, a little farther from 
shore, with losses on the scale of 9/11. ... 

  
  
Chinese peasant farmers launched a revolution with a secret document that hoped to 
end constant shortage of food. NPR has the story.  
... There was no incentive to work hard — to go out to the fields early, to put in extra effort, Yen 
Jingchang says. 

"Work hard, don't work hard — everyone gets the same," he says. "So people don't want to 
work." 
 
In Xiaogang there was never enough food, and the farmers often had to go to other villages to 
beg. Their children were going hungry. They were desperate. 

So, in the winter of 1978, after another terrible harvest, they came up with an idea: Rather than 
farm as a collective, each family would get to farm its own plot of land. If a family grew a lot of 
food, that family could keep some of the harvest. 

This is an old idea, of course. But in communist China of 1978, it was so dangerous that the 
farmers had to gather in secret to discuss it. ... 

  
  
Hungarian entrepreneur blogs on why he will not start a business.  
I could hire 12 people with €760 net salary, but I don't. I'll tell you why.  

You could work for my service provider company in a nice office. It's not telemarketing, it's not a 
scam. You would do serious work that requires high skills, 8 hours a day, weekdays only. I 
would employ you legally, I would pay your taxes and social security. I could give such a job to a 
dozen people, but I will not, and here I'll explain why. 

I wouldn't hire a woman. 

The reason is very simple: women give birth to children. I don't have the right to ask if she 
wanted to. If I had the right, and she answered, she could deliberately deceive me or she could 
change her mind. 

Don't get me wrong, I don't have any problem with women giving birth to children. That's how I 
was born and that's how my child was born. I wouldn't hire a woman because when she gets 
pregnant, she goes for 3 years maternity leave, during which I can't fire her. If she wants two 
children, the vacation is 6 years long. 



Of course, work has to be done, so I would have to hire somebody who works instead of her 
while she is whiling away her long holiday years. But not only couldn't I fire her while she's 
away, I couldn't fire her when she comes back either. So I would have to fire the one who's been 
working instead of her the whole time. When a woman comes back from maternity leave, I 
would be legally forced to increase her salary to the present level in her position. Also, I would 
be required to give out her normal vacation days, that she accumulated during her maternity 
leave. When she finally comes back to work, she would start with 2-4 months of fully paid 
vacation. 

I wouldn't hire people over 50 either. ... 

 
 
 

Orange County Register 
No more ‘women and children first' 
When Western civilization hits the iceberg, will the response be more like that of the crew 
on the Titanic or that on the Costa Concordia? 
by Mark Steyn 

Abe Greenwald of Commentary magazine tweets: 

"Is there any chance that Mark Steyn won't use the Italian captain fleeing the sinking ship as the 
lead metaphor in a column on EU collapse?" 

Oh, dear. You've got to get up early in the morning to beat me to civilizational-collapse 
metaphors. Been there, done that. See page 185 of my most recent book, where I contrast the 
orderly, dignified and moving behavior of those on the Titanic (the ship, not the mendacious 
Hollywood blockbuster) with that manifested in more recent disasters. There was no orderly 
evacuation from the Costa Concordia, just chaos punctuated by individual acts of courage from, 
for example, an Hungarian violinist in the orchestra and a ship's entertainer in a Spiderman 
costume, both of whom helped children to safety, the former paying with his life. 

The miserable Captain Schettino, by contrast, is presently under house arrest, charged with 
manslaughter and abandoning ship. His explanation is that, when the vessel listed suddenly, he 
fell into a lifeboat and was unable to climb out. Seriously. Could happen to anyone, slippery 
decks and all that. Next thing you know, he was safe on shore, leaving his passengers all at 
sea. On the other hand, the audio of him being ordered by Coast Guard officers to return to his 
ship and refusing to do so is not helpful to this version of events. 

In the centenary year of the most famous of all maritime disasters, we would do well to consider 
honestly the tale of the Titanic. When James Cameron made his movie, he was interested in 
everything except what the story was actually about. I confess I have very little memory of the 
film except for Kate Winslet's lush full breasts and some tedious sub-Riverdance prancing in the 
hold, but what I do recall traduced the memory of honorable men: In my book, I cite First Officer 
William Murdoch. In real life, he threw deckchairs to passengers drowning in the water to give 
them something to cling to, and then he went down with the ship – the dull, decent thing, all very 
British, with no fuss. In Cameron's movie, Murdoch takes a bribe and murders a third-class 
passenger. The director subsequently apologized to the First Officer's hometown in Scotland 



and offered £5,000 toward a memorial, which, converted into Hollywood dollars, equals rather 
less than what Cameron and his family paid for dinner after the Oscars. 

On the Titanic, the male passengers gave their lives for the women and would never have 
considered doing otherwise. On the Costa Concordia, in the words of a female passenger, 
"There were big men, crew members, pushing their way past us to get into the lifeboat." After 
similar scenes on the MV Estonia a few years ago, Roger Kohen of the International Maritime 
Organization told Time magazine: "There is no law that says women and children first. That is 
something from the age of chivalry." 

If, by "the age of chivalry," you mean our great-grandparents' time. 

In fact, "women and children first" can be dated very precisely. On Feb. 26, 1852, HMS 
Birkenhead was wrecked off the coast of Cape Town while transporting British troops to South 
Africa. There were, as on the Titanic, insufficient lifeboats. The women and children were 
escorted to the ship's cutter. The men mustered on deck. They were ordered not to dive in the 
water lest they risk endangering the ladies and their young charges by swamping the boats. So 
they stood stiffly at their posts as the ship disappeared beneath the waves. As Kipling wrote: 

"We're most of us liars, we're 'arf of us thieves, an' the rest of us rank as can be, 

But once in a while we can finish in style (which I 'ope it won't 'appen to me)." 

Sixty years later, the men on the Titanic – liars and thieves, wealthy and powerful, poor and 
obscure – found themselves called upon to "finish in style," and did so. They had barely an hour 
to kiss their wives goodbye, watch them clamber into the lifeboats, and sail off without them. 
They, too, 'ope'd it wouldn't 'appen to them, but, when it did, the social norm of "women and 
children first" held up under pressure and across all classes. 

Today there is no social norm, so it's every man for himself – operative word "man," although 
not many of the chaps on the Titanic would recognize those on the Costa Concordia as "men." 
From a grandmother on the latter: "I was standing by the lifeboats and men, big men, were 
banging into me and knocking the girls." 

Whenever I write about these subjects, I receive a lot of mail from men along the lines of this 
correspondent: 

"The feminists wanted a gender-neutral society. Now they've got it. So what are you 
complaining about?" 

And so the manly virtues (if you'll forgive a quaint phrase) shrivel away to the so-called "man 
caves," those sad little redoubts of beer and premium cable sports networks. 

We are beyond social norms these days. A woman can be a soldier. A man can be a woman. A 
7-year-old cross-dressing boy can join the Girl Scouts in Colorado because he "identifies" as a 
girl. It all adds to life's rich tapestry, no doubt. But I can't help wondering, when the ship hits the 
fan, how many of us will still be willing to identify as a man. 



A day or two after the cruise wreck, I read the obituary of a man called Ian Bryce, who found 
himself at Dunkirk in 1940, when an ad hoc flotilla of English fishing boats, pleasure cruisers 
and other "little ships" evacuated Allied troops cut off by the advancing Germans. Young Bryce, 
a 17-year-old midshipman, singlehandedly rescued 109 British soldiers, eight Belgian officers, 
two Frenchmen and two Jewish refugees in multiple trips in a motor boat under Luftwaffe fire. 
Nobody asked Captain Schettino to do anything extraordinary, only his duty. 

Abe Greenwald isn't thinking big enough. The Costa Concordia isn't merely a metaphor for EU 
collapse but – here it comes down the slipway – the fragility of civilization. Like every ship, the 
Concordia had its emergency procedures – the lifeboat drills that all crew and passengers are 
obliged to go through before sailing. As with the security theater at airports, the rituals give the 
illusion of security – and then, as the ship tips and the lights fail and the icy black water rushes 
in, we discover we're on our own: from dancing and dining, showgirls and saunas, to the inky 
depths in a matter of moments. 

Today the wealthiest nations in human history build cruise ships rather than battleships, vast 
floating palaces dedicated to the good life – to the proposition that, in the plump and complacent 
West, life itself is a cruise, sailing (as the Concordia's name suggests) on a placid lake of peace 
and harmony. Since the economic downturn of 2008, the Titanic metaphor – of a Western world 
steaming for the iceberg but unable to correct course – has become a little overworked, the 
easiest cliché for any politician attempting to project urgency. But let's assume they're correct, 
and we're heading full steam for the big 'berg. When we hit, what's the likelihood? That our 
response will be as ordered and civilized as those on the Titanic? Or that we will descend into 
the hell of the Concordia? 

The contempt for "women and children first" is not a small loss. For soft cultures in good times, 
dispensing with social norms is easy. In hard times, you may have need of them. 

Ottawa Citizen 
When a ship was a ship 
by David Warren 

Anyone who travels takes his life in his hands, and this includes those who travel 
unadventurously in circles, aboard cruise ships, or to holiday camps. 

A certain number must reasonably expect to end trapped in a sunken hull; falling from the skies 
in an airplane; lethally food-poisoned; fatally heat-struck; eaten by a shark; trodden by an 
erstwhile tame elephant; kidnapped and murdered by local brigands. Whatever. 

It does not follow that the tour operators were remiss, although it might do. Nor that they gave 
insufficient warning of the perils to which human flesh is heir. Any kind of departure from routine 
involves risks; and routine is itself a great killer. 

The cult of perfect safety is the ultimate cause of innumerable horrific accidents and deaths, 
because the technicians are so focused upon procedures and regulations, that they become 
blind to actual threats. (I once met a black-humoured insurance executive who collected 
examples of this as a hobby.) 



The disaster by Tuscany, where the cruise ship Costa Concordia struck a rock, or perhaps only 
the sandbar, provides a grim, yet also ridiculous, memento mori. In this age of excess income, 
when so many have taken cruise ship holidays, the story has a huge grab factor. Hence wall-to-
wall media for an incident in which the casualties are fewer than from the usual morning 
bombings in Pakistan or Iraq, or the average cattle raid in Southern Sudan - where "people like 
us" are unlikely to be among the victims. 

At the time of writing, the first impression of farce has been repeatedly confirmed. Bodies are 
still being recovered below decks, and trapped survivors are still being sought, four days after 
the accident. The Italian police have a captain in custody who seems to have been among the 
first to abandon ship, along with many of his crew, leaving passengers to fend for themselves. 
Many of those saved themselves by swimming ashore. 

As we approach the centenary of the Titanic disaster, we might observe that the laws of physics 
remain in force. I was struck, almost risibly, by a BBC sidebar headline, which asked, "How did 
this happen to a modern ship?" The answer would be: "Easily." 

The builders of these immense floating pleasure palaces declare they are safe because they are 
loaded with technical gizmos, helping us forget that their extraordinary size is the weakness. 
The weight of the thing is sufficient to rip any hull apart, when it hits anything immovable; and 
the oceans are full of things like that. The bigger the ship, the more delicately she must be 
handled, thanks to the destructive power of this weight; yet the less manoeuvrable she 
becomes. 

Cruise ships are anyway not built as solidly as, say, the Titanic. When airliners took over the 
North Atlantic run, the fast tough passenger ships designed for its heavy seas went to the 
scrapyards, ultimately to be reincarnated as these holiday vessels. Cruise ships are built 
structurally lighter, for moderate speed and moderate seas; then loaded to ever larger 
economies of scale. They are resort hotels, posing as ships. 

As a correspondent with some knowledge of shipbuilding explains, "They are eggshells without 
proper keels, and they have lots of little propulsion pods below that would each leave quite a 
hole if rubbed off." Luck alone may explain why none has yet gone down, a little farther from 
shore, with losses on the scale of 9/11. 

In writing about the sinking of the Titanic, a hundred years ago, Joseph Conrad called similar 
attention to the fatuity of builders' claims. They said she was unsinkable, while wantonly 
overlooking the size issue. 

One of the associated perils is human. The captain of a ship must carry crew, passengers, and 
cargo "in the hollow of his hand," but above a certain size this becomes impossible. The Titanic 
herself was too large to be integrally sailed, let alone evacuated; modern management practices 
were already in place, in which responsibility is diffused, and authority mediocritized. And yet 
she was tiny, compared with a modern cruise ship; and her crew far better trained. 

Conrad compares the Titanic's fate with that of the packet steamer Douro, which had sunk 
within 15 minutes of being broadsided in deep water, a generation before. She was one-tenth 
the size of the Titanic, yet the proportion of crew to passengers was much the same. In the 
available time, it was possible to save all the passengers but one (who clung in a death-grip to a 



railing). All crew required to pilot the lifeboats safely embarked, and all the rest went down. No 
one had paused to reflect upon his duties. 

That was an age, as Conrad noted, before the "ineffable hotel exquisite" had come to demand 
spacious and luxurious accommodations, and when a ship was still a ship. And long, long 
before those accommodations were themselves adapted to the chintzy requirements of mass 
leisure. 

But death, like physics, remains just the same. 

  
  
NPR 
The Secret Document That Transformed China 
by David Kestenbaum and Jacob Goldstein 
  

In 1978, the farmers in a small Chinese village called Xiaogang gathered in a mud hut to sign a 
secret contract. They thought it might get them executed. Instead, it wound up transforming 
China's economy in ways that are still reverberating today. 

The contract was so risky — and such a big deal — because it was created at the height of 
communism in China. Everyone worked on the village's collective farm; there was no personal 
property. 

"Back then, even one straw belonged to the group," says Yen Jingchang, who was a farmer in 
Xiaogang in 1978. "No one owned anything." 

      

         Yen Jingchang was one of the signers of the secret document. 



At one meeting with communist party officials, a farmer asked: "What about the teeth in my 
head? Do I own those?" Answer: No. Your teeth belong to the collective. 

In theory, the government would take what the collective grew, and would also distribute food to 
each family. There was no incentive to work hard — to go out to the fields early, to put in extra 
effort, Yen Jingchang says. 

"Work hard, don't work hard — everyone gets the same," he says. "So people don't want to 
work." 
 
In Xiaogang there was never enough food, and the farmers often had to go to other villages to 
beg. Their children were going hungry. They were desperate. 

So, in the winter of 1978, after another terrible harvest, they came up with an idea: Rather than 
farm as a collective, each family would get to farm its own plot of land. If a family grew a lot of 
food, that family could keep some of the harvest. 

This is an old idea, of course. But in communist China of 1978, it was so dangerous that the 
farmers had to gather in secret to discuss it. 

One evening, they snuck in one by one to a farmer's home. Like all of the houses in the village, 
it had dirt floors, mud walls and a straw roof. No plumbing, no electricity. 

"Most people said 'Yes, we want do it,' " says Yen Hongchang, another farmer who was there. 
"But there were others who said 'I dont think this will work — this is like high voltage wire.' Back 
then, farmers had never seen electricity, but they'd heard about it. They knew if you touched it, 
you would die." 

Despite the risks, they decided they had to try this experiment — and to write it down as a 
formal contract, so everyone would be bound to it. By the light of an oil lamp, Yen Hongchang 
wrote out the contract. 
 
The farmers agreed to divide up the land among the families. Each family agreed to turn over 
some of what they grew to the government, and to the collective. And, crucially, the farmers 
agreed that families that grew enough food would get to keep some for themselves. 

The contract also recognized the risks the farmers were taking. If any of the farmers were sent 
to prison or executed, it said, the others in the group would care for their children until age 18. 

The farmers tried to keep the contract secret — Yen Hongchang hid it inside a piece of bamboo 
in the roof of his house — but when they returned to the fields, everything was different. 

Before the contract, the farmers would drag themselves out into the field only when the village 
whistle blew, marking the start of the work day. After the contract, the families went out before 
dawn. 
 
"We all secretly competed," says Yen Jingchang. "Everyone wanted to produce more than the 
next person." 



It was the same land, the same tools and the same people. Yet just by changing the economic 
rules — by saying, you get to keep some of what you grow — everything changed. 
 
At the end of the season, they had an enormous harvest: more, Yen Hongchang says, than in 
the previous five years combined. 

That huge harvest gave them away. Local officials figured out that the farmers had divided up 
the land, and word of what had happened in Xiaogang made its way up the Communist Party 
chain of command. 

At one point, Yen Hongchang was hauled in to the local Communist Party office. The officials 
swore at him, treated him like he was on death row. 

But fortunately for Mr. Yen and the other farmers, at this moment in history, there were powerful 
people in the Communist Party who wanted to change China's economy. Deng Xiaoping, the 
Chinese leader who would go on to create China's modern economy, was just coming to power. 

So instead of executing the Xiaogang farmers, the Chinese leaders ultimately decided to hold 
them up as a model. 
 
Within a few years, farms all over China adopted the principles in that secret document. People 
could own what they grew. The government launched other economic reforms, and China's 
economy started to grow like crazy. Since 1978, something like 500 million people have risen 
out of poverty in China. 
 
Today, the Chinese government is clearly proud of what happened in Xiaogang. That contract is 
now in a museum. And the village has become this origin story that kids in China learn about in 
school.  
 
But the rest of the story for the original Xiaogang farmers is more ambiguous. 

Our first day in Xiaogang, we asked to talk to Yen Hongchang, the farmer who actually wrote the 
contract. The local Communist Party officials told us he was out of town. 
 
It turns out that wasn't true: We went back to Xiaogang the next day and tracked Yen 
Hongchang down. He told us he had been in town the day before. 

Yen Hongchang told us he started a couple businesses over the years, but the local communist 
party took them away once they became profitable. He also said that the new new factories 
springing up around Xiaogang these days are largely empty, and haven't created many jobs. 
 
Local officials say none of this is true. They say everything in Xiaogang is going great. 

Jakab Andor.com 
This is why I don't give you a job 

I could hire 12 people with €760 net salary, but I don't. I'll tell you why.  



You could work for my service provider company in a nice office. It's not telemarketing, it's not a 
scam. You would do serious work that requires high skills, 8 hours a day, weekdays only. I 
would employ you legally, I would pay your taxes and social security. I could give such a job to a 
dozen people, but I will not, and here I'll explain why. 

I wouldn't hire a woman. 

The reason is very simple: women give birth to children. I don't have the right to ask if she 
wanted to. If I had the right, and she answered, she could deliberately deceive me or she could 
change her mind. 

Don't get me wrong, I don't have any problem with women giving birth to children. That's how I 
was born and that's how my child was born. I wouldn't hire a woman because when she gets 
pregnant, she goes for 3 years maternity leave, during which I can't fire her. If she wants two 
children, the vacation is 6 years long. 

Of course, work has to be done, so I would have to hire somebody who works instead of her 
while she is whiling away her long holiday years. But not only couldn't I fire her while she's 
away, I couldn't fire her when she comes back either. So I would have to fire the one who's been 
working instead of her the whole time. When a woman comes back from maternity leave, I 
would be legally forced to increase her salary to the present level in her position. Also, I would 
be required to give out her normal vacation days, that she accumulated during her maternity 
leave. When she finally comes back to work, she would start with 2-4 months of fully paid 
vacation. 

I wouldn't hire people over 50 either. 

Not that I have any problem with the most experienced professionals. I wouldn't hire them, 
because they are soon in the protected age. And then I would be trapped with them, similar to 
the trap with employing women. You can't fire people in the protected age, so I would have to 
pay the salary and its total cost even if he or she doesn't work well, or at least up to acceptable 
standards. I couldn't fire the protected employee, but someone would have to do the  job right; 
so I would have to hire another person. It's all right with me if they're protected, but then I won't 
hire them. 

I would only hire 25-50 years old men. 

They're also risky to hire. Since I don't have the right to fire them, if for any reason (I don't have 
enough income, or I don't like how they work) I want to. There's a high risk that they will go to 
court, and there's a high chance they will win. But this risk I would be prepared to handle. 

You would cost me €1572. 

Your Net Salary:  Your Gross Salary:  My Total Cost:  State markup: 

 € 185  € 238  € 306  165% 

 € 227  € 306  € 393  173% 

 € 322  € 458  € 589  183% 



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

This is actual 2011 data from the www.nettober.com  salary calculator. As you can see, your 
€760 salary would cost my company €1572. The only way this 2x state multiplier could be lower, 
is if I pay a lower salary. But I wouldn't hire you for less money, because I think you couldn't 
make a decent living for less then €760. You would become depressed, destroy your own life, 
my company and even me. So, I am not willing to hire anybody for less than this sum. 

It's only Hungary that is so f--ked up: 

 

 € 408  € 612  € 786  193% 

 € 479  € 765  € 982  205% 

 € 570  € 917  € 1178  207% 

 € 760  € 1223  € 1572  207% 

 € 950  € 1529  € 1965  207% 



This chart is from a Deloitte study. As you can see, the state takes away less than half of your 
salary everywhere else. It's annoying that I pay you more than €1500, but you only receive a 
little less than half of it. Especially since you will not get any better medical care than anybody 
registered with a minimum wage income. 

I would also have to take into consideration that a 35 years old person is entitled 25 days of 
vacation per year. This means 1 extra month where someone else has to do step in. If I needed 
12 peoples' labor, I would have to employ 13 to account for the one who's on vacation at any 
given time. 

But I would still give you a job despite everything stated previously. 

I am a braveheart entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs take risks, so I would sell my apartment and 
move to a rented flat. I would hope that the €90,000 from the sale will be enough. I would launch 
my business bravely, and if I didn't succeed (quite likely with startups) I wouldn't be a crybaby. 

My company would provide an excellent service, and that's impossible to provide without decent 
working conditions. I would employ 13 people. I would constantly need 12 peoples' work, plus 
the one who works instead of the one on vacation. 14 people, including me, would work in the 
158 sqm nicely furbished, and comfortable office. This would cost 10 €/sqm/month for rent, and 
3,5 €/sqm/month for utility fees, with a total cost of 2133 €/month. 

These would be my monthly expenses: 

Office: € 2,133 
Wages: 13 x €1572 = € 20,436 
Other expenses (accounting, marketing, etc.): € 3,058 
Total: € 25,627 

Pretty scary for monthly bills isn't it? This is how much I would have to pay out every month, 
regardless of my income. In the good months, and the bad months too. In the summer low 
season, and before Christmas when we would do far less work. 

The company couldn't possibly sell more than 1000 hours / month of billable service in the 
average month. So to break even, making enough income to cover my costs, I would need to 
set my pricing at €25,627 / 1000 = €25 / hour. But breaking even isn't enough, I would also need 
some profit. 

I am not greedy, the market is tough too, I would markup my prices with 20% profit. This would 
increase my hourly rate to €30, that is pronounced as thirty Euros plus VAT, €37,5. I would 
round this sum (down), so our customers would pay €37 / hour for our service. 

I am not greedy, and the market is tough too. I would markup my prices with 20% profit. This 
would increase my hourly rate to €30, that is pronounced as thirty Euros plus VAT, €37,5. I 
would round this sum (down), so our customers would pay €37 / hour for our service. 

Out of this €37,  7 would go directly to the state, 30 would be company income. I am an 
optimistic person. Our marketing would kick ass, my plans would work perfectly, we would 



succeed at selling an average of 1000 hours of service monthly. Business would fly, I would be 
lucky with all my employees, everybody would work like a charm. 

This would generate 1000 x €30 = €30,000 company income. 

€4,373 would be profit. I could pay €2,446 gross salary to myself, that would cost my company 
€3,144. Out of that, €1,521 would be my net salary, almost the double of what my employees 
make, and the company would make €1,229 profit before taxation. Out of the company profit, I 
would pay €122 corporate tax, and the local business tax, 2% of company income, which is 
€600. At the end, the company would have €507 per month left in its bank account to keep. 

So I would make €1,521 per month, but don't forget, that I sold my €90,000 apartment, and I 
invested it in the company. So I would have to rent a flat for at least €300, otherwise I would 
become homeless. I would live a modest life, wouldn't spend a lot, and my wife would also make 
money. I wouldn't even have the time to spend much, because unlike my employees, I would 
work 12 hours every day, even on the weekends. 

This way I could save €900 per month, so my €90,000 investment would return in 100 months. It 
would take 9 years to recover the money that I invested in the company, so I could buy myself 
an apartment again. From then on I wouldn't have to live on a tight budget, I wouldn't have to 
pay rents, and wouldn't have to save either. I would live like a European. 

Under these circumstances - I hope it's understandable - I don't feel a strong urge to sell my 
apartment and invest the money into a new company. 

But for 4 reasons I will definitely not do it. 

1. The competition sells the same service, illegally, under really crappy circumstances, 
charging only €9 per hour. They simply pocket the money, without even issuing an 
invoice; it doesn't even include the VAT. They don't have to take any responsibility, there 
are no warranties, they officially don't do anything, there's not even an official, legal trace 
of their existence. They don't have to rent an office, hire an accountant. By doing this 5 
hours a day, they can easily make €1,000. They would point their middle fingers to my 
€760 job offer, where they wouldn't be allowed to do crappy work, but show up on time 
every day and meet very high professional standards in their work. They wouldn't be 
allowed to defraud the customers, and if they did, they would be fired.  

2. The competition would do smear campaigns against my company. I would    have to face 
anti-capitalist propaganda, I would be seen as a greedy a--hole who charges €37 for 
what others charge €9, I would be an enemy of the nice Hungarian people, while others 
work honestly for a fraction of my price...  

3. Many of my employees would only come to work for me to learn my business secrets and 
to steal my clients. They would lure them away by lying that they will get the same value 
and quality of service, but at a fraction of the price. After they stole enough clients, they 
would deliberately cause a great deal of harm to my company to get themselves fired. 
Then they would then go to court, stating that I fired them illegally, and they would win the 
case. In the meantime, they would happily work for the stolen clientele, that has cost me 
a fortune to build up. And, of course, they would be offended. They would trumpet on all 
kind of forums, telling everyone they have worked for my company, they know what 



they're talking about. Not only is my service very expensive, but the quality is a piece of 
crap too.  

4. Complaining about all this wouldn't help, no one would give a flying fuck. 

So this is basically why I don't give anyone a job. And I think a lot of other entrepreneurs who 
have experienced starting a business, will also not give jobs because of these issues. And this 
is why more and more people are jobless, who buy fewer and fewer things, which means they 
pay less VAT. And this is why there are fewer and fewer decent companies, who hire less 
employees, who pay less taxes, so there's less state money for social aids, and this is why 
social aid is about to come in the form of concentration camps. 

I will only give you a job if: 

1. I can fire you, when and if I want to.  
2. If VAT goes down to at most 20%, but better yet 15%.  
3. If the state takes away "only" 30% of your money.  
4. If higher income is not exponentially punished.  
5. If the state punishes corruption instead of decent companies. 

Until these things change, I won't give a job. Until the state ferrets out corruption in every 
possible aspect, I won't start a business, and I won't create jobs. 

This is a translation of the original Hungarian post, "Tőlem ezért nem kapsz munkát" posted on 
the 27th of July, 2011.  Although it rocked the Hungarian blogosphere - generated more than 
90,000 Facebook likes - nothing has changed for the better. On the contrary. It's a whole lot 
worse now. To all of you international readers, here €760 net sounds like a dream salary for 
most people. Even medical doctors make less than half of this, at the beginning of their career. 
Prices on the other hand are the same as everywhere else.  

>HUGE< thanks go to Spencer Rathbun for helping me out with the English txt. 

Follow-up: "I don't give a job. Am I being antisocial?" - My apology to those who got really 
upset after reading the first few paragraphs. "Corruption kills" - how corruption kills businesses, 
and people. And whose business is my business? 

  
  
  
  



 
  

 
  



  
  

 
  
  
  

 


